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Welcome
If you don’t know a Pedelec from a Hybrid or WH from
your AH then this guide will be your go-to bible.
Amazingly you will be in a much better position to
make decisions on everything E-Bikes

Electric Bikes to be embedded in the
future of our transport.

If you are reading this book right now, then you either;
own or are thinking of owning an electric bike. There is
a lot of information available to read; it can get a little
bit; overloading, then you are left just as confused.

Electric Bikes.

The new eco-trendy yet fun way of getting around. If
you haven’t managed to see one yet! Then you will
very soon. Before jumping on the saddle on your own
bike you must make the best choice in terms of what
you buy. Firstly, you must consider the most important
question.

What do I want to do on my E-bike?

It may seem obvious to some, but to ensure you buy
the best bike for you then you really must start here.
Below are some of the reasons to purchase an E-bike
on the next page...

The Reasons

• Commuting
• Local Errands
• Access to Amenities
• Injury Recovery
• Exercise/Fitness
• Save Money
• Family Rides
• Fun
• Mental Health

Commuting
If you’re planning to commute on your ebike there are
a few questions you need to ask yourself. The answer
to these questions will impact your choice of e-bike.
Do you need to jump on any public transport with your
bike? If you do then an electric bike with a folding
frame that can be managed would be something to
think about. Along with the weight of the bike you’re
using. Picking up and lugging a big folded bike that
is 30kgs could be a bit tough. You will want to think
about things like wheel size and foldability. Working
out how many miles your complete round trip will be
is something else you want to consider. To ensure you
buy either a bike with suitable range performance. If
your budget does not allow you to get a suitable range
then you would have to look at things like, how does
it ride like a normal bike so you could ride in comfort
when the battery is out. Plan charging at work or even
buy a spare battery. The range is dependent on the size
of the battery and a few other factors that we will get

Our E-Bikes are capable of over 75 EcoMiles or 35-50
standard assisted miles.
Local Errands
A trip to the shops to get dinner, the local weekly
shop, or an appointment at the doctors? Whatever your
local tasks think about the practicality of your ebike. Example, if the weekly shop needs to be strapped at the
back then a rack or a front basket will be needed. Not
all electric bikes can have a rear-rack fitted, as there is
no option due to the limitations in the frame design.
Access To Amenities
Owning a car is an expensive item. Insurances premiums are at an all-time high. Yearly mot and services with general wear and tear. Things start to tot up
through the year and for some, it’s just not accessible.
Some people have fears of the road. Owning an Electric bike is a way that you can gain access to things you
never had before at a more affordable price point.

If you’re looking for an ebike for access to local amenities then the things you need to be thinking about are
the ease of use and the range again. Most e-bikes on
the market will be suitable for this use. Although you
should look at things like branded batteries. The battery voltage and its WH.
Injury Recovery
If you have been thinking of getting an e-bike to assist
you in the recovery from an injury then it’s very important you think about the frame and how easy it will
be for you to basically get on and off safely. E-movement has happily helped many customers with buying
e-bikes for recovery and the most important thing is the
frame. A step-through bike frame is the best for recovery like our Hunter E-bike.

Exercise
Exercise on an electric bike. Yep, believe it, or
not! Research has discovered that when using
the pedal assist function of ebikes you are still
producing a heart rate just 2 or 3 beats lower
than a non-electric bike. This means that you
can enjoy the power of electrically assisted
travel and still keep fit. The electric bike systems that we have to allow the user to adjust
the power levels for example you could require
assistance up to 12mph and take over manu-

ally from there or just keep the setting on low
and take gentle assistance. You could just place
our bikes in pure manual mode meaning no
assistance. We have worked just as hard on our
non-electric performance as we did on the electric setup.

To Save Money
Running a car is expensive with just fuel costs
alone a large expenditure. Public transport is
also expensive and previously one of the only
choices before electric personal vehicles become available.
Family Rides
Family Rides are pretty awesome when you’re
styling it out with an electric bike. It brings a
whole new dimension to the family bike ride.
Fun
Maybe you are looking for an ebike for pure
enjoyment. How awesome is that! In that case,
you will just need to think about things like
storage and then more about what you want to
do on it and get the best spec you can buy.

Mental Health
A hot topic. Now I can confirm that there is
nothing more calming and good for your mental health than taking to the electric bike.

There are plenty of more reasons you may want
to use an electric bike but hopefully, that was a
good start to the most common reasons.

Step-Through
A step-through frame is easy to get on and off
as you don’t have to do any leg swinging over.
If you are recovering from an injury, or suffer
from conditions like arthritis, or maybe not
quite as flexible as before then a step-through

This is Hunter from E-Movement. With Step
Through Frame

Mountain Bike
A good all-round frame that is a common choice of
most people as it is good for the woods/canal and road
alike. A good all-around choice. Many variations come
underneath this such as trial frame, full suspension etc.

Folding Frame
A folding frame is something that you need to consider
if storage is an issue as it enables you to tuck it away
neatly in the shed or garage even the hall or spare
room. Folding frames come in handy for commuters at
work as they can bring the bike inside.

Weight
The weight of a bike frame only needs to be considered if you’re planning on carrying your bike. When I
say carrying I mean more lifting as no-one is going to
carry their e-bike when they could ensure they spec a

throttle so they could use the throttle to assist the bike
rolling up the stairwell of an accommodation block.
If you need to carry your bike for any reason not mentioned here then you would need to try and find the
lightest bike you can. All of E-Movements bikes are
Alloy-Magnesium they are all lightweight and strong.
The only way you could reduce the weight further is by
using an even lighter material such as carbon. We have
looked into this but unfortunately not only is it very expensive it cannot be recycled.

Did you know all our e bikes have comfy gel saddles!

The Bike as a Bike
The next thing you should look at is the spec of the
bike parts that are fitted. You should observe things like
the gear shifters, the front hub bearings, the derailleur
system. The brand of tires. What’s the saddle like? Has
it been fitted with quick release systems for easy fitting
wheels and height adjustment on the saddle? Most
low-end ebikes and even some high-end products are
fitted with cheap parts. For example the breaks, most
electric bikes are fitted with cable fed disc brakes and
even worse old-style v brakes.
You need to look at everything that makes this bike a
bike. You want to know that if you get caught short on
battery power then it’s not like peddling a dust cart.
You should check it can even be ridden as some systems do not allow you to pedal once the battery has
gone flat.

All of E Movement’s e-bikes work awesome as a cycle
bike and are highly specced with branded parts such as
Shimano crank, gear-set, shifters, and high
quality hydraulic brakes. In-fact find a better priced e
bike then we will match the price spec for spec alike.

The Bike Spec Part List

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Gear Shifters
Derailleur
Crank
Cassette
Pedal Arms
Pedals
Brake System
Chain
Tyres
Wheels

You can use the list above to ask questions and
find out what parts are fitted.

The Electrics
Now to the fun part the electrics. Electric bikes will
normally consist of a motor, battery, controller and a
display.

Motors
The motors on an electric bike tend to be mounted on
either the rear hub, mid drive or a front hub.
Front Hub - Front hub is the cheapest style of electric bike and notably the most dangerous as the front
wheel is able to move it could make them more dangerous if you were to have an accident.
Rear Hub - Rear mounted motors are normally the most
common and that the majority of our range of e-bikes
have fitted. They are more safe and provide a better
system as the drive is coming from behind.
Mid Drive - Mid drive motors are the most expensive

of drive systems and normally found on very high end
bikes.
Motor Brands - The brand of your motor will depend
on the quality and reliability of your bike. There are
very high end brands such as Yamaha and Bosch motors which are normally mid drive and very expensive
as they comer as a complete system with controller
and screen. Rear drive motors are normally made by
Befang. All of E-Movement motors are OEM Befang
brushless geared motors.
Unbranded Chinese motors. A lot of ebikes that you
see online will have cheap motors fitted. These cheap
motors work okay but remember you do get what you
pay for. So expect the longevity of the motor to be
impacted by price. After all its best that you really do
think carefully as if you do get a problem it can be very
costly to replace a motor. You also have the issue of
getting one that marries up to your curent system.

Motor Power
There is so much confusion in relation to motor power. The motor power is always just listed as one rated
Wattage measurement. Motors will have two operating
power grades. A continuous grad and a peak grade.
For example the standard motors in our bikes are
250Watt continuous power. With a 350W peak power.
Confusing we know! The continuous rating is the main
one to concern yourself with in regards to legislation,
insurance etc.

Geared vs Non Geared
A geared motor is much better than a non geared motor as the amount of torque power available to you will
be better.

Batteries
E Movement only use battery cells made by LG Chem
or Samsung in all our products.
The battery is a very important part of the product. It
will make the difference between a nice experience
and an awesome one. The single most important thing
you should ensure is that you buy a bike with a branded cell. The cheaper end of the market are all supplied
with cheaper batteries. Most of the bikes you see on
amazon and eBay will have mostly cheap motors and
cheap batteries.
When you have been looking at bikes you would have
seen
36V 48V batteries you have seen 12s3p 10s2p. Mah,
WH etc

36v vs 48v
Firstly its pretty obvious that the 48V has more power
which in turn gives the motor more toque and better
acceleration. 48v battery will have more wh if the ah
is the same, so significant range will be greater. 33%
more range.
As an example battery range.
36v x 14.5 ah = 522wh.
48v x 14.5 ah = 696wh.
Torque will increase by 33%.

Wh Vs Ah
First off, energy storage devices can range from simple
cells,

to batteries to energy storage systems. Cells are the
easiest to recognize - those AA and AAA batteries that
kids’ toys seem to infinitely need are cells. Batteries can
be single cells or a group of cells interconnected along
with some primary protection and/or monitoring electronics. So, your laptop “battery” is actually an assembly of cells and electronics that manage the safety and
control of those cells and ebikes have a system which is
called the BMS. This battery management system will
protect and mamage the charging on the cells.
It basically helps move that move energy in and out of
the battery.
We will get shortly to the technical difference between
(Ah) and (Wh), but generally speaking, (Ah) is used
more for cells and batteries, while (Wh) is used more for
energy storage systems, although, technically, you can
use either term for any of the three categories.

Amp-Hour (Ah) is a unit of measurement that describes accumulated electric charge over time. One
(Ah) equals the amount of charge (think electrons)
moved by a current of one Amp for one hour. Alternatively, 2 Amps for half an hour, and so on. The advantage of using (Ah) is that it is somewhat independent of
the series losses in a battery.

Watt-Hour (Wh) is a unit of measurement that describes accumulated energy. One Watt-Hour (Wh) is the
resulting energy from operating at a power of 1 Watt
for 1 hour. This can be, for example, 1 Amp at 1 Volt for
one hour, or 4 Amps at 0.5 Volts for half an hour, and so
on. The Watt is the product of Amps and Volts.
One analogy to think of is pumping water into a balloon or a bladder. (Ah) would be an indication of how
much water the balloon holds, regardless of the effort it
took to put it into the balloon. (Wh), on the other hand,
is a measure of the work it took to pump the water into
the balloon, or the work resulting from letting the balloon force that water out. It is a function of the amount
of water and the effort it took to put it in.

The amount of water into the balloon (Ah) is typically
the same as the water that will come out of the balloon.
So, (Ah) round trip efficiency is typically very close to
100% for rechargeable chemical batteries. However,
the amount of effort it took to put the water into the
balloon (Wh) is usually higher than the resulting work
from letting the balloon push that water out. So, the
(Wh) round trip efficiency is typically much less than the
(Ah) efficiency, especially for electrochemical rechargeable batteries.

We provide all our measurements in AH we
think it is clearer for everyone.

What does 12s4p mean.
When you see numbers followed by any S then a P
this is basically telling you that there is 12 battery cells
in series together and 4p means that there are 4 rows
parallel. So S is Series and P Parallel , quite simply it is
just infiorming you of the number of cells and how they
are arranged.

Screens
Most electric bikes have some form of display. The
cheaper models tend to just have a standard light up
panel with no screen data.
The data displayed is normally the same across models
that actually have a data display. You will be able to
see things like miles covered battery voltage and how
much charge is left.
Some screens are small, some big some colour and
some b&w whatever you choose it shouldnt have a
massive impact in how the bikes functions.

Thunder Special
Only £1299 for a limited time

E-Bike, Pedelec, Hybrid. So what’s the difference.
Im sure by now you have noticed some bikes are

pedelec, some are hybrid and some have pure electric
mode. Still confused? Let me clear it up for you.

Pedelec
E bikes with a pedelec system means that it will
only perform as an electric assisted bike.
Hybrid
A hybrid e-bike mens that you can cycle as a bike and
also with the pedelec system.

Pure Electric
A pure electric e bike means that it can be ridden and
the bike can be propelled without even having to pedal. This would be used with either a throttle or a thumb
push throttle.
All of E Movements bikes are hybrid. Meaning you get
the best of both.

Regen Breaking
Regen breaking is a must as it makes use of the wasted
energy and puts it back in the cells. An electric brake
sensor is also very important as this will cut the power
from the motor and use it to assist the stopping power.

Where to buy an E Bike.
You may of noticed that since lock down electric bikes
are popping up everywhere mainly on the web.

Online
This will clearly be where you will get the best deal. We
would recommend that you speak with any online retailer first. That way you can get a feel for them and the
service that they will provide to you as their customer.
One thing to be mindful about is the amazon
and eBay sellers that are either selling you a bike direct from China or some other Chinese brand. As we
touched earlier in the guide the problem with these

Thats okay now but what about in two years when you
need some replacement parts? Will you go back to
Amazon and find your seller gone? We imagine you
would have similar issues trying to action any warranty
works. The import duties and tax. E-bikes are taxed
quite heavily when they enter UK. You have import
duty, Vat and dump tax that will all need paying. You
don’t normally find2ew this out until the invoice comes
through the door.
If you stick to a reputable firm like E Movement then
you can rest assured you’re in good hands. We are
VAT registered and registered with both the Green
Commute Initiative and the Cycle Scheme and all our
bikes have been certified CarbonSmart. The cycle
scheme is a real great way to be tax efficient when
buying a bike. You almost get a free bike. When you
order a bike online it will be shipped to you. All our
bikes come 95% assembled. Just check how the bike
will be sent as some companies use cheaper couriers
as it is expensive to use a next day service like we do.

Bricks & Mortar Store
A physical store is great as you can go try the bike
before you buy. You don’t have to wait for delivery and
more often than not the product will be fully assembled
for you. Don’t be afraid to ask for a deal either as there
is generally some movement that can be had on the
asking price.
Where ever you choose to buy your new bike just make
sure you are aware of the pluses and benefits of shopping on or offline. E Movement operate online but also
have a show room where you’re welcome to come and
try our products.

Conclusion
You should have a clearer picture on what style bike
would suit you better than at the beginning of this
guide. You should know your foldable from your hardtail and a bunch of other useful stuff. Still not sure? Get
in touch with us at move@emovement.co.uk or come
down and have a go on the products. We are registered on both the Cycle Scheme and Green Commute
Initiative. With CGI a basic tax payer can save 32% then
42% for the higher rate and then a whopping 72% for
the advanced rate. The cycle scheme offer vouchers up
to 1K and you will need to speak with your employer.

Love your electric bike in 60
days or your money back!
The E-Movement e bike range is feature packed with
massive spec huge LG or Samsung high volt batteries,
Shimano systems and hydraulic brakes with a brushless
high torque multi gear motor we are that confident
you will love them and if you don’t you can return your
e-bike in 60 days for a refund if you’re not satisfied*.
* terms apply please see below
Find out more
www.emovement.co.uk

Cycle Scheme with E Movement
Tax is complicated, Cyclescheme isn’t.
You choose a bike, hire it for an agreed length of time,
and then snap it up for a fraction of its original value. All while making huge savings (at least 25%!) and
spreading the cost. Join Cyclescheme today in 4 simple
steps.
Find out more
www.emovement.co.uk

Cycle Scheme with E Movement
Green Commute Initiative is leading the industry with
its cycle-to-work scheme with no limits. GCI scheme
participants benefit from no £1,000 spending cap and
no scheme exit fees. Save up to 47%, depending on
your tax bracket. Pay monthly through salary sacrifice
with no added interest. Get an E-bike or conventional
bike and help reduce congestion and pollution whilst
improving your health, fitness and mental wellbeing.
Find out more
www.emovement.co.uk

£50 OFF Any Order

Enter NIFTYG at checkout

Find out more
www.emovement.co.uk

Spread the cost of your online basket!
Payl8r is a simple payment option that enables you
to buy the goods and services you require now, and
spread the cost over a time period to suit you!

WHY USE PAYL8R?
• We’ve got you covered
• Apply without affecting your credit
• High acceptance rates
• Low interest rates
• Interest free periods
• Flexible friendly finance
Find out more
www.emovement.co.uk

Find out more
www.emovement.co.uk

